WHAT WE DO
Our team assesses information security and compliance activities embedded into your business model, so that your services and processes are secure, streamlined and efficient.

OUR OFFERINGS

Evaluate technical infrastructure and monitoring capabilities through:

» Network and web application vulnerability assessments and penetration testing
» Social engineering, physical site assessments and dark web research
» Information security risk assessment and program assistance

Assess your security preparedness and compliance with evolving state, federal and industry regulations and frameworks, such as PCI, HIPAA / HITRUST, TR-39 and DFARS

Assist with security incident and data breach response efforts through digital forensic evaluation, triage and guidance for remediation

WHY CHOOSE DHG?

Applying cybersecurity controls is an important business decision for you and your clients. The DHG IT Advisory team is knowledgeable in evolving security, privacy and regulatory compliance requirements in multiple industries, including healthcare, financial services, insurance, retail, business and consumer services, and software and technology. Trust DHG’s advisors to facilitate your competitive success by offering comprehensive information security services tailored to your specific needs.
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